Choose Your News: Bias and Quality in the U.S. Media

Liberal Propaganda/Conspiracy Theories
- Questionable Journalistic Value
- But Still Reputable
- Minimal Partisan Bias
- Questionable Journalistic Value
- But Still Reputable

High Standards for Accuracy and Detail
- In-Depth Reporting
- High-quality coverage of the news with in-depth reporting.
- Lacking details but relatively unbiased.
- Biased but mostly factual. Confirms your own opinion, but not good for much else.
- Don't read this. Filled with fake news, partisan rhetoric, and lacking substance.

Basic and Lacking Details
- In-Depth Reporting
- High-quality and relatively unbiased coverage of the news.
- Biased but mostly factual. Confirms your own opinion, but not good for much else.
- Don't read this. Filled with fake news, partisan rhetoric, and lacking substance.

Sensational or Clickbait
- Basic and Lacking Details
- In-Depth Reporting
- High-quality and relatively unbiased coverage of the news.
- Biased but mostly factual. Confirms your own opinion, but not good for much else.
- Don't read this. Filled with fake news, partisan rhetoric, and lacking substance.

Liberal
- Hyper-Partisan Liberal
- Skews Liberal
- Mainstream
- Skews Conservative
- Hyper-Partisan Conservative

Conservative Propaganda/Conspiracy Theories
- Basic and Lacking Details
- In-Depth Reporting
- High-quality and relatively unbiased coverage of the news.
- Biased but mostly factual. Confirms your own opinion, but not good for much else.
- Don't read this. Filled with fake news, partisan rhetoric, and lacking substance.
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